
the perfect outfit for a perfect date

1. Cute Boys Name

2. Older Or Younger

3. Compliment Such As Pretty Gorgeous

4. Compliment Such As Pretty Gorgeous

5. Cold Or Hot

6. Sweaty Or Chilly

7. Color

8. Type Of Shirt

9. Color

10. Pattern

11. Compliment Such As Pretty Gorgeous

12. Upper Body Part

13. Type Of Pants

14. Color

15. Color

16. Color

17. Color

18. Brand

19. Color

20. Color

21. Curly Or Straight

22. Brand Of Makeup

23. Brand Of Makeup
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24. Compliment Such As Pretty Gorgeous



the perfect outfit for a perfect date

Tonight was going to be a perfect night. I had plans to go on a date with cute boys name . He is this kid

from my school who is 1 year older or younger than me. But that doesnt matter. I needed to look

compliment such as pretty gorgeous for this date. My outfit needed to be compliment such as pretty gorgeous . It was

cold or hot out so I had to wear something that would keep me from getting too sweaty or chilly . I

decided that for a shirt I should wear a color sequin type of shirt , with color

pattern on it. It was really compliment such as pretty gorgeous , and something that would show off my

upper body part . As pants, I had to decide wether to wear capris or type of pants . I was stuck between

the two options of my color high wasted color studded shorts, or my color capris

with the sequin pockets. After deciding that, to complete my outfit i needed to pick out a pair of shoes. We

werent going anywhere too fancy, so my shoes didnt really matter. I had my color brand flip

flops, my color rubber sequin flip flops, or my color wooden wedges. Any shoe would look

cute, so i picked one out to complete my outfit. After completing my outfit, I had to decide what to do with my

hair. I curly or straight my hair, with 10 minutes left to get ready. I rushed and put on my makeup as quick

as i can. Thankgod he was late. When I was finally done applying my brand of makeup coverup and my

brand of makeup mascara, I was all ready. I walked out to his car when he picked me up and said to me, "

wow you look so compliment such as pretty gorgeous ." I smiled, said "thankyou" and got in the car.
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